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Abstract: In this paper, fuzzy L-open sets due to Abd El-Monsef et al. [4] are used to introduce a new 

separation axiom and new type of function in fuzzy topological ideals spaces . Some the basic properties of fuzzy 

L-irresolute functions, as well as the connections between them, are investigated. Possible application to 

superstrings and 
 space–time are touched upon. 

 

I. Introduction. 
The concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy set operations were first introduced by Zadeh[11]. Subsequently, 

Chang [6] defined the notion of fuzzy topology. Since then various aspects of general topology were 

investigated and carried out in fuzzy sense by several authors of this field. The  local properties of a fuzzy 

topological space, which may also be in cretin cases the properties of the whole space, are important field for 

study in fuzzy topology by introducing  the notion of fuzzy ideal and fuzzy local function [7,10 ]. In 2001, Abd 

El-Monsef et al. [4] defined  and studied the notion of fuzzy L-open set in fuzzy topological space. In the 

present paper, we introduce and characterize the notion of fuzzy L-Hausdorff spaces which is a generlization of 

some fuzzy concepts by using a fuzzy L-open sets , we also define the class of fuzzy irresolute functions via 
fuzzy topological ideals and investigate its relation to fuzzy L-Hausdorff spaces and some topological consepts.  

 

II. Terminologies. 

Throughout this paper, by (X,) we mean a fts in the sense of Chang's [ 6 ]. A fuzzy point in X with 

support Xx and value  ( 0 <   1) is denoted by x  .A fuzzy point x is said to be contained in a fuzzy set 

 in X iff   ( x ) and this will denoted by x   [8]. For a fuzzy set  in X, )(cl  , c  and )int(  will 

respectively denote closure , complement  and interior of  .The constant fuzzy sets taking values 0 and 1 on X 

are denoted by 0x ,1x , respectively. A fuzzy set  is said to be quasi- coincident with a fuzzy set , denoted by  

q  , if there exists x  X such that (x)+(x)>1[8]. Obviously, for any two fuzzy set  and , q will simply 

 q . A fuzzy set  in a fts (X,) is called a q-nbd of a fuzzy point x iff there exists a fuzzy open set  such that 

xq   [6,8]. We will denote the set of all q-nbd of x in (X, ) by N (x). A fts (X , ) is said to be a fuzzy 

extremely disconnected [1] (F.E.D in short) if the closure of every fuzzy open set in X is fuzzy open set. A 

fuzzy set  for a fts (X, ) is called fuzzy. -open [1] (resp, -open [1], preopen [ 6 ] ) iff     int(cl(int( ))) 

(resp.   cl(int(cl())),   int(cl()) ). A non-empty collection of fuzzy sets L of a set X is called a fuzzy 

ideal [ 7,9] iff (i)   L and     L (heredity), (ii) L and L     L (finite additivity) Fuzzy 

closure operator of fuzzy set  (in short cl*()) is define cl*()=  *, and *(L) be the fuzzy topology 

generated by cl* i.e. *(L)={: cl*() c = c} [10] .The fuzzy local function [10] * (L,) of a fuzzy set  is the 

union of all fuzzy points x such that if   N(x) and   L then there is at least one r  X for which (r)+ (r) 

- 1 >  (r).The fuzzy ideal of fuzzy nowhere dense sets is  X
X

n O(cl(μ:ΙμL  ))int .[ 2,3 ]. 

Definitioin2.1.Given   (X, ) be a fts with fuzzy ideal L on X , 
XI   and   is called  

i. Fuzzy *-dense in itself if 
*   [ 2 ]. 

ii. Fuzzy scattered if contains no  non empty  fuzzy dense –in –itself [4] . 

iii. Fuzzy L-open iff   int((*)) [ 4]. 

iv. Fuzzy L-closed set if its complement is fuzzy L-open set [ 4]. 

We will denote the family of all fuzzy L-open (resp.L-closed)by FLO(X)(resp.FLC(X)). 
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Definitioin2.2. [ 2 ]. A fts (X, ) is said to be fuzzy resolvble space if there is a fuzzy dense subset  
XI for 

wich 
c  is also fuzzy dense equivalently , it can be expressed as   the disjoint union of two fuzzy dense 

subsets.  

Lemma 2.1.[2]. A fts (X, ) is said to be fuzzy  maximally  irrresolvble space if it is  fuzzy dense  in –itself and 

has the property that every fuzzy dense subset of (X, )  is fuzzy open. 
   Recall that fuzzy topological spaces having the property that their fuzzy dense subsets are fuzzy open are 

called fuzzy submaximal . 

Definitioin2.3 . A fts (X, ) is said to be fuzzy  Hausdorff if for every two different fuzzy points qp,  of X, 

there exist disjoint fuzzy  open sets   and   of X such that . and    qp  

Definitioin2.3 [4 ].A function ),(),(:  YXf   with a fuzzy ideal L on X is said to be fuzzy L-

continuous if for every  , ).()(1 XFLOf    

Definition 2.2 [ 4].For a fts  (X, ) with fuzzy ideal  L on X ,  said to be compatible with L , denoted by 

,~ L if for every fuzzy set   of X , and for all fuzzy point   x   , there exists a q-nbd     of  x   

such that    rrr   1)(     hold for every   Xr   and for some L    ; then L . 

 

III. Fuzzy L-Hausdorff Space 

Definition 3.1.  A fts   ,X   with fuzzy ideals L  is called fuzzy L-Hausdorff space if for every pair of fuzzy 

singletons qp,  in X  with different supports , there exists )(, XFLO  with ,p  q  and 

XO  . 

Then we say that the points q  and  p  are fuzzy separated .  

    

The following theorem gives an equivalent definition for a fuzzy 

 L-Hausdorff Space . 

 

Theorem 3.1.A fts  ,X with fuzzy ideals L  be L-Hausdorff  iff  if for each  pair of fuzzy singletons qp,  in 

X  with different supports , there exists )(XFLOp    such that  c

pp qclp  )(  . 

 

Proof  Let  ,X with fuzzy ideals L  is fuzzy  L-Hausdorff space and fuzzy singletons qp,  with different 

supports in X  . Then there exists a fuzzy L-open set   such that   qp ,  and a fuzzy L-open set    

such that XO  .Then  cc

pp qclp   )( .Conversely ,let qp,   be two fuzzy singletons 

fuzzy qp,  in X  with different supports in X  and )(XFLO such that 

 c

pp qclp  )( .Then    
c

clq )(  which is fuzzy open, X

c Ocl  ))((  . 

Therefore  ,X with fuzzy ideal L is fuzzy L-Hausdorff. 

 

 Theorem 3.2. Every fuzzy  L-Hausdorff space is fuzzy  Hausdorff . 

Proof . Let  ,X be a fts with fuzzy ideal L is a fuzzy L-Hausdorff space. For every fuzzy L-open subset   

we have )(     cl .It is clear that   cl
 , since Lox  ; hence )(  clcl and thus 

 ,X is fuzzy  Hausdorff . 

The following example shows that the reverse of Theorem 3.2 is not generally true . 

Example 3.1. Let     1,,1, yxX  ,  be the fuzzy discrete topology on X  and  XIL  .Thus X  is 

fuzzy Hausdorff and consequently fuzzy  Hausdorff , but not fuzzy L-Hausdorff , Since XOXFLO )(  . 

Theorem 3.3. For a fts  ,X  with fuzzy ideal L we have 

i. If  ,X  is a fuzzy Hausdorff and every fuzzy open subspace is fuzzy *-dense in itself , then  ,X  

with L is a fuzzy L-Hausdorff.  
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ii. If  ,X  is fuzzy Hausdorff and L is  boundary , then   ,X with fuzzy ideal L is a fuzzy L- 

Hausdorff. 

Proof  

i. Obvious, since for every fuzzy open set 
XI we have )(*intint   cl .For 

note that 
   since  is fuzzy *-dense- in-itself . 

ii. Clear from the definition and the fact that 
   Note that if L  , J  are two fuzzy ideal on X and 

JL  , then )()( LJ     and the following result holds  

Theorem 3.4.If if L  , J  are two fuzzy ideal on X and JL  , then ),,,(),,( LXFJOJXFLO   so 

that  ,X  with fuzzy ideal L is fuzzy J Hausdorff.  

Proof .Obvious 

Theorem 3.5  . Let  ,X be a fts with fuzzy ideal L is a fuzzy L-Hausdorff space and 
XI .Then  

i. If   is fuzzy open, then   is fuzzy L- Hausdorff space . 

ii. If   is fuzzy is  -open, then   is fuzzy  -Hausdorff. 

Proof . 

i. Follows directly from Lemma2.1 [3 ]  and the fact that for a fts  ,X  with fuzzy ideal L, if 

  and   be a subspace of  ,X  then    
  . 

ii. Since every L-open set is fuzzy  -open and the intersection of a fuzzy  -open and fuzzy  -open 

set is fuzzy   -open in fuzzy   -open set, the theorem is clear . 

Thereom3.6.Let  with fuzzy ideal be fts with the following property if    are two fuzzy singletons with different 

supports, then there exist such fuzzy Hausdorff space Y and fuzzy L-contiuaus function that .Then is fuzzy 

 L-Hausdorff . 

Proof . Obvious  

 

IV. Fuzzy L- irresolute functions 

Definition 4.1. A function     ,,: YXf   with fuzzy ideal L on X is called fuzzy L- irresolute if 

  )(1 XFLOf    )(. XFLCresp for every )(YFLO  )(. YFLCresp . 

Theorem 4.1 .  if a function     ,,: YXf   with fuzzy ideal L on X is fuzzy L- irresolute then for any 

fuzzy L-open set  Y  we have      .11    clffcl  

Proof Since  )()int(   cl  this implies      .11    clffcl  and since f  is fuzzy L- 

irresolute the theorem is proved . 

Theorem 4.2.  For a function     ,,: YXf   with fuzzy ideal L  and J on X and Y  respectively .The 

following  the following are equivalent  

i. f  fuzzy L- irresolute ; 

ii. the inverse image of each fuzzy L-closed in   ,Y  with fuzzy ideal  J is fuzzy L-closed in  ,X  with 

fuzzy ideal L; 

iii. containing )( pf  such that .)(  f  

Proof . The proof is obvious and thus omitted . 

 

Theorem 4.3. Let  f  be a one –to-one  fuzzy L- irresolute map from fts  ,X  with fuzzy ideal L into a fts 

 ,Y  with fuzzy ideal J . If   ,Y  is  fuzzy L- Hausdorff , then   ,X  with fuzzy ideal L is fuzzy L- 

Hausdorff . 

Proof Let qp,  be a pair of fuzzy singletons in X with different supports .Then )()( qfpf   and moreover 

)( and )( qfpf are fuzzy L-separated in  ,Y  by fuzzy L-open sets   and  , respectively . the disjoint 

fuzzy sets )( and )( 11   ff are fuzzy L-open ,since f  is fuzzy L- irresolute  and contain qp,  , 

respectively. Then , we have that  ,X  is fuzzy L- Hausdorff  
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Theorem 4.4. Let      ,,: YXf   and     ,,: Yg  be two functions ,where KndJL   a  ,  

are fuzzy ideals on   and ,  ,  respectively .Then fg   is fuzzy L-irresolute , if both  g and  f are 

fuzzy L-irresolute. 
Proof . obvious. 

  

Theorem 4.5 .  Let     ,,: YXf    where JL, are  fuzzy ideals on X and Y respectively. Then 

i. If  f  is fuzzy L-irresolute and each open subspace of Y is fuzzy *-dense-in itself , then  f  is fuzzy L-

continuous . 

ii. If  f  is fuzzy L-continuous  and  ,Y is fuzzy sub- maximal E.D, then f is fuzzy L- irresolute . 

iii. If  ,XOJL   each fuzzy irresolute and  - irresolute is equivalent . 

iv. If  ,XIJL   fuzzy L- irresoluteness and fuzzy   -irresoluteness coincide .  

Proof .  
i. Clear, since each fuzzy open and fuzzy *-dense in-it-self is fuzzy L-open and consequently fuzzy L-open 

(see  [ 4 ] ). 

ii. Clear, since each fuzzy L- open  set  is fuzzy  -open and thus fuzzy open from Lemma 2.1 [  4 ]  . 

iii. , iv  Follow from Lemma 2.1. [ 4 ] . 

Theorem 4.6. if      ,,: YXf    with fuzzy ideal L is an injective fuzzy L-irresolute map then 

 ,Y  is fuzzy L-Hausdorff space and then  ,X  is fuzzy L- Hausdorff space. 

Proof  Let 11,  be any two distinct fuzzy singletons in X ,  thus we have 

 ),(q and  )( 2
1

21
1

1
  fqf  where 21  and qq   are distinct fuzzy singletons in 

 ,Y .Since  ,Y  is fuzzy L-Hausdorff , then there exist )(, YFLO  such that 

  21 ,qq  and   ,  thus )()(),()( 1
2

11
1

1    fqffqf  

and )()( 11    fXf which means that XO  this implies  ,X  is fuzzy  L- 

Hausdorff space . 
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